TKNT Foundation

TKNT is a platform that provides DeFi services with an ERC-20-based utility token. Starting with
the launch of a decentralized staking service in September 2020, TKNT will introduce a variety
of DeFi products such as landing, staking and swaps. Technical support is provided by Dexfi,
consisting of renowned white hackers.
Throughout a partnership with TKN.COM, No.1 cross-blockchain DeFi gaming Dapps, TKNT can
bet-mined only through games within TKN.COM. There was no ICO or private sale.
TKNT is a new concept of DeFi project composed of a combination of DeFi and Bet Mining, and
pursue to build a system that enables entertainment and in-app payment in all DApps based on
ERC-20, combining various financial services.

TKNT DeFi Wallet

Store and send.
Borrow, stake and invest.

Everything with TKNT.

Lending

Staking

Swap

Payment

TKNT Economy
TKNT has no additional issuance from the first issued 1,000,000,000 TKNT, and as the
ecosystem such as transactions, staking, and financial services expands, the distributed
TKNT funds are executed as follows.
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• Strategic Partners: Lockup 6 months, 5% vesting per month
• Team& Founders: Lockup 1 year, 5% vesting per month

Token name : TKNT (TKN TOKEN)
Supply : 1,000,000,000 TKNT
Issuance Method : ERC-20
Type : Utility Token, Mining
Decimals : 18
Smart Contract : 0xbce7bd79558dda90b261506768f265c5543a9f90
Github : https://github.com/tkntoken/TKNT

TKNT Bet Mining
On gaming platforms where TKNT is listed, users can mine TKNT according to their bet amount, and can
mine anytime, anywhere, just through their phone or PC. TKNT can be only achieved by bet-mining at
TKN.COM or be purchased in exchanges at the moment.
As every 10m units of TKNT mined, double-halvening starts, which means, now user can get 1 TKNT by
playing 8USDT worth of betting (previously 2USDT, before 1st halvening at September), and at 2nd
halvening, user can get 1TKNT by playing 34USDT worth of betting with their BTC, ETH, USDT, or TKNT.
This process allows tokens to have both transactional and intrinsic value, which provides the basis
power to TKNT Foundation in the market.

Mining

Mining Quantity

Method-Betting
inside TKN.COM

About 1 TKNT per 2 USDT
(According to the state
before 1st half-life)

Total Mining

Half-Life

600,000,000
TKNT

Occurs every
100,000,000 TKNT
mining

TKNT Mining
※Average bet amount is not the amount you lose with rolling.

1st stage : 2 USDT → BET Mine 1 TKNT

4 times

2nd stage : 8 USDT → BET Mine 1 TKNT

How much TKNT is
mined per bet?

3rd stage : 32 USDT → BET Mine 1 TKNT

4th stage :
5th stage :
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4 times

4 times

TKNT in the media
Secure protocol, audited and verified

TKNT in the news
Forbes

Bloomberg

Investopedia

“Hidden gem of the decade.”

“New wave of the game
industry: Bet Mining.”

“TKNT: All you have to do is bet.”

Newrep

CCTV News

Big Data News

“UYT-TKNT,
'Defi 혁신‘을 위한 업무 협약 체결”

“TKNT, 300만 유저 보유
글로벌 거래소 BKEX 상장”

“티케이엔 토큰(TKNT),
포블게이트 상장”

Backed by industry giants

FO.COM

Block technology

Our Progress
Expansion of partnership

TKN.COM alliance
with Top 1 Ethereum Dapp

Listed on Foblgate,

Recorded 40,000% increase:

- China 300,000 users global financial group
UYT alliance
- Alliance with global financial group UYT holding
300,000 users
- Advisor recruitment: Dapp.com CEO

Bet Mining System

Securing 5,000 or more users within 2 weeks of listing

Reached 100 million
mining volume
- Reached 100 million mining volume in 1 month of
launching mining system
- Buyback and incineration

to TKN.COM

Website
https://www.tknt.io/

E-mail
support@tknt.io

Telegram
https://t.me/tknt_official

Twitter
https://twitter.com/tkntfoundation

Medium
https://medium.com/@tknt

